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 Happy New Year! 
Time to toss out the old and       

bring in the new! 

 This edition will give some 

hints about updating your wardrobe!   

January blooms in Carmel! 
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Confusion regard ordering fabric is understandable! 

When you order, you enter the number of yards and/or the fractions of a yard. 

When you see it on your Sales Receipt, suddenly there are 1/8’s for amount of yards. 

The website breaks down each yard or portion of a yard into 1/8’s. 

If you order 1 1/2 yds.—it will appear as 12  1/8’s. 

Shipping is based on the weight of 1/8 yard. One eighth yard of each type of fabric is 

weighed and entered when fabric is posted on the website.  When you order, the web-

site automatically figures the shipping cost per the total of 1/8’s per yard                    

of each fabric ordered. 

It is confusing! But it does work for automatically figuring shipping. 

    

 

To order Fabric, Patterns, or Notions,  

Go to … www.casualelegancefabric.com 

There are drop down lists near the top of Home Page. 

Click on a collection  
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Every year at the end of December, a new year 

arrives with celebrations and lots of hoopla. Of 

course, there are those who go to bed early, 

cover their heads, and hope to sleep through 

the noises produced by any celebrating!  

Whether you partied or not, the fact is … we 

have a new year! Another year to make those 

resolutions! Somewhere on your list more than 

likely is something about “getting rid of the old.”  

Everywhere you look are headlines and articles 

telling us it is time to ‘refresh and renew’ and in 

some cases telling us exactly how to do it. 

Yes, it is a good time to clean out the STUFF 

and get rid of it. For many of us, the first thing 

on that list is our closet. I must say this is one 

area I can claim some success!  I am currently 

working on my closet. It has now become quite 

bare! Because of all the trauma of the last 

months (including the Camp Fire in our area), I 

didn’t get as much sewing done making new fall/

winter garments.  Some older garments have 

been worn so much they  need to be replaced. 

Those worn out things are now in the STUFF 

pile! I am always afraid someone who knows me 

might look at me and say, “Don’t you own a fab-

ric business which includes working with Loes 

Hinse including her patterns promoting sewing a 

great wardrobe?” And in addition to these real or 

imagined comments, taking time and effort to 

put yourself together (including not wearing 

worn out looking garments) results in your feel-

ing better about yourself. And I believe people 

treat you better! Check it out some time! 

Back to the new year and making some chang-

es. Currently after getting rid of the STUFF, I 

 

 

am working on a wardrobe update!   I need to 

refresh my closet with some new clothes—

especially those tops that get worn out quickly 

when working with fabric. Yes, I should wear 

an apron!   

My effort to get started on some new garments 

did result in bringing fabric home from the cur-

rent inventory. Most of it is in a pile stashed 

away on a shelf in my sewing room. I am tell-

ing myself, “Come on! Let’s get with it.” Are 

you with me? Am sure you can use some gar-

ment updating yourself! 

Moving ahead, it is out with the old;              

in with the new! Let’s get started.  

After eliminating all the stuff we don’t wear   

anymore—or is too worn looking to keep wear-

ing and looking our best—let’s take a look at 

what we really need. We have different life-

styles which require different “looks” and types 

of clothing. The beautiful thing about Loes’ pat-

tern designs and the fabric she chooses for us 

to order at Casual Elegance is—it is all so   

versatile.  

All of her designs can go casual or dressy. So, 

pick what works for you! Think about what you 

really need. Be honest with yourself!  

Let’s think patterns first focusing on tops.   

In general, Loes’ top patterns are designed for 

a closer fit. That is a great look and always 

classic. Her favorite is the Bianca. You will al-

ways find it in her store. It just works! Later in 

this issue, you will see her latest ‘tweak’ on the 

Bianca!  It is great! 

              (next page) 

 
 

Another new year.  
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However, some have a larger body and may 

want or need a looser fitting garment. Some 

have skin problems creating an issue when 

wearing clothing close to the skin. Or you may 

have a larger bust and/or wider chest. Wearing 

tops designed for a closer fit may not give you 

the look or comfort you desire. Yes, you could 

make a larger size!   

Perhaps another option would be worth check-

ing out. Recently, skin flaring from all the holi-

day stress, I needed something loose fitting. 

Looking at my pattern collection, I saw the New 

York Dress pattern—View A intended for knits 

with a V neck and elbow length sleeves. Since I 

used this as a top pattern previously, it was al-

ready cut at the lengthen/shorten line convert-

ing the dress to a top. (Could be easily short-

ened more.) I also raised the V neckline at cen-

ter front maintaining the V shaped neckline.  

Information on the New York Dress pattern 

evolving into a top pattern was included in one 

of our publications awhile back. Some things 

are worth mentioning again!  So being anxious 

to use this pattern again and being sure it would 

still fit, I decided to go for broke, placed the pat-

tern on some fabric, and cut away. The re-

sults—a more loose fitting and more casual ap-

pearing top. It was exactly what I needed! It will 

soon have a sister hanging next to it! It is a dif-

ferent look which fits a need and is very com-

fortable.  

Using the top of 

each front pattern 

piece, I decided to 

compare the New 

York  with the 

Bianca and the 

Perfect Tee.  The 

drawing is rather 

unprofessional in 

appearance but 

gives the idea.   

 

 

 

 Green = Bianca—More narrow 

 Blue =    Perfect Tee is the most narrow. 

 Red =     New York  is widest. 

 

      Shoulder Width 

The difference in the width across the shoulders 

is not that much—averaging 1/4”. 

A variation in shoulder width has less impact on 

the look and fit than how Loes drafted the pat-

tern.  

       Pattern Drafting 

The Bianca is drafted to lie closer to the neck 

with a more narrow shoulder seam. The sides 

seams are straighter presenting a more vertical 

look. A tiny variation nets a huge difference in fit 

and appearance. 

The Perfect Tee is  actually the most narrow 

but drafted to slant away from the neck with 

armscye seam farther down on upper arm re-

sulting in a wider look at the top. The body 

shape is not much different than the Bianca. 

The New York is the widest across the shoul-

der. This results in more ease at top and makes 

it appear wider. This can balance the look of a 

wider body. Another drafting difference on the 

New York is the curved side seams. They are 

much more curved than the other two patterns. 

The side seams give it shape avoiding a boxy 

look.  

       Fabric Choice 

View A is intended for knit fabric. But there is a 

large variation in types of knits. The fabric 

needs to drape on the body. If the fabric does 

not have a drapey feel/look, the garment is not 

going to look good.  

The New York Dress pattern, View A,                

is worth trying! 

     (next page) 
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A looser fitting New York Dress pattern top, View A for knits 

  

What I did with View A: 

 * Raised V shaped neckline 

 * Lengthened elbow length      

   sleeves to 3/4 length (dotted line is new     

   cut line) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  - Optional sleeve length 

  - Decide hem width  I used 1 1/2”.   

    Fold pattern back at hemline using

    new sleeve cut line for shape of  

      hem allowance. 

       

 

Fabric used: Cream Knit Vertical Texture , 918-6.  

 

 *  ALWAYS TEST a scrap of fabric FIRST—especially     

    stretchy knits!  

 *  Due to its light weight, some see through, and being             

    stretchy, I used lots of stabilizing and a rolled hem. 

 *  Stabilizing:  On a scrap of  fabric, test your options. If you 

     have a 5 thread serger, that may be ample for stabilizing.    

     If not, use your stabilizing choice. Stabilize across back  

     neckline, shoulder cut edges, sleeve hem cut edge, front     

     and back armscye cutline from under arm to notches.  

       Front pattern piece does not have a notch. Use back  

       notch as a guide.   

New hem line 
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Easy to do: 

 * Use Bianca front pattern piece 

 * Decide how wide you want your yolk to be. 

  * Using a ruler, draw a horizontal straight line     

   across chest.  

 * Add 3/8” seam allowance to bottom of yolk.    

   Do same for top of remaining front. 

 * Cut out both yolk and new front piece. 

 * Stitch/serge yolk to front. 

 * Fold seam allowance up. 

 * Topstitch seam allow-

   ance in place.  Refer 

   to photo at right.  

 * Finish top per pattern 

   instructions. 

 

Note:    If needed, refer to yolk in 

   Mediterranean Top    

   pattern. 

Loes’ fabric choice - Gray Slub Knit, 1118-6. 

Note: The Bianca pattern is now in the 

 “Just a Pattern” Collection.”          

 Purchase on website. Includes

 original multi-sized pattern. No    

 instructions included. Instructions 

 are basic. If needed, refer to an-

 other of Loes’ top instructions.  

Charcoal Gray with texture. Has hint of blue.  

Pantone: 18-4006 with texture adding a slightly 

     lighter gray. 

Loes used her favorite ‘go-to’ Bianca pattern 

and added a yolk.  
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Loes’ latest coat! 

 

This coat uses a new unpublished coat 

pattern available at the 2018 seminars. 

 

To duplicate, use Sweater Coat Pattern.  

 

 

• Lower neckline 

• One large snap 

low at center front 

• 3/4 length 

sleeves    

• Topstitched side 

pockets      

• Knee length 

• Top of side pock-

et is 9 1/2” down 

from under arm. 

Suggestion to duplicate                               

topstitched side pocket: 

Pocket in Basic Pleat Pant pattern or 

other pattern w/side inserted pocket. 

Loes’ coat fabric choice:        

Taupey Brown French Terry 

Top under coat:  Taupe Rayon Jersey, 1118-4 

Another reason to attend a Loes 

Hinse Sewing Seminar in Carmel, CA  

     Access to her unpublished                 

patterns! 

Pocket close up 
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More updating  

 

 

Need to replace some of your pants? 

 

The Malaga is our first choice for a great ‘go-to’ pant. This pattern is so versatile and fits everyone! 

 

At the last seminar, everyone came with differing sized and shaped bodies. 

Everyone made the Malaga pant. 

It looks FABULOUS ON EVERYONE! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

*  Purchase pattern per size online in our “Designer Tracings Collection.”   

 

*  Check out our great basic black fabric for pants. Perfect for the Malaga. 

The Malaga Pant 
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You might wonder why we are showing tank tops!  After all, it is winter.  

  

 

A couple of reasons: 

1.  Tanks are perfect for wearing under cardigans and           

 other garments. 

2. Everyone doesn’t live in a cold climate. 

3.  You just can’t have too many tanks.  

4.  Or maybe you are going on a cruise! 

Another “Loes just created tank.”  

Duplicate using Tank Dress pattern.   

 *  Lower neckline 

 *  Narrow straps. 
Cap Tee Tanks 

 

Jersey Knit choices for a great Cap Tee (or any tank or tee top). 

 *  Mushroom Rayon Jersey, 1118 -17 

 *  Taupe Rayon Jersey, 1118  - 4 

 *  Gray Rayon Jersey, 1118—5 

 *  Black Rayon Jersey, 1118—3 

 *  Palest Pink Rayon Jersey, 918—7 

 

 

 *  Black/White Stripe Jersey, 1118-3 
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Another beautiful creation of Loes’ … 

  Unpublished pattern available at seminars 

 

Eye candy—motivation to attend one of Loes’ seminars.  

 This cardigan is a tad longer than one                                     

featured in our last edition. 

A perfect Loes garment combination: 

  

 Cardigan fabric:   Oatmeal Sweater, 918-5 

 Bianca fabric:   Taupe Rayon Jersey, 1118-4 

 Pant (Malaga) fabric:  Black Rayon Woven, 1118-15a 

    Black Microfiber w/Lycra, 918-10 

    Black Rayon /no lycra, 918-11 

 

A review of more great choices for your new updated wardrobe. 

 

 

  

 

  

  

 

 

 

Black   

  

Gray Sweater 

Knit, 1118-9   

Or Gray 

Sweater Knit, 

918-9 

Ivory Boucle, 

918-8 

Charcoal Rib 

Knit Knit, 918-3 

Oatmeal 

Sweater 

Knit 918-8 

Black Sweater 

Knit, 1118-16 

(heavier) 

Black Sweater 

Knit, 1118-14 

(mid weight) 

Black Sweater 

Knit Open 

Weave, 918-2 

Gray/Black Stripe, 

1118-7 
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Contact Information 

 

 Loes Hinse 

 Phone  831-620-1060 

 www.loeshinse.net 

 

 Sharon Lyon, Casual Elegance 

 Phone   530-343-6838 

 Email   info@casualelegancefabric.com 

 www.casualelegancefabric.com 

 

 

 

We invite you to attend a                                   

Loes Hinse Sewing Seminar. 

 

Contact for more information. 

 

 

 

Seminars       

from  

the  

past 

 

 

 

March 1-5 and March 22-26 

October 4-8 and October 24-29 

2019 seminar dates: 
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